At Word Vancouver, there is always something happening a few steps away from you! Make a much needed confession at the **Letters Booth**, or dance your thoughts away to the **eclectic music**.

### 3:15 PM (Mainstage)
**Dead City Scandal**

Looking for high-energy rock-n-roll entertainment? Come rock on with Vancouver’s own **Dead City Scandal**. Described as “the new class of old school rock-n-roll,” DCS perform their own brand of sexy, dangerous music paired with an electrifying live show. The band is currently working on the follow-up to their debut album, *The Battle for Van City*.

### 12:00 PM TO 3:00 PM (Library Square)
**Letters**  
**Presented by Radix Theatre**

Letters works just like a confessional booth—without the guilt! Step inside and dictate your letter to an unseen typist working on a vintage typewriter. You get five minutes to spill your guts or speak your mind; the subject is totally up to you. The letter will be mailed for you or you can mail it yourself. Originally presented by **Radix Theatre** in 2011 during FUSE at the Vancouver Art Gallery, Letters continues to be offered to popular acclaim.

### 1:15 PM (Mainstage)
**Vancouver Youth Poetry Slam Team**

The Vancouver Youth Poetry Slam Team is made up of 5 poets, **Victoria Fraser**, **Jacob Gebrewold**, **Mariah Dear**, **Floyd VB**, and **Andrew Warner**, who speak about social justice, the politics of gender and identity as well as the willingness to wear a onesie to try to impress someone. They are eclectic and exciting and ready to share their poems.

### 3:45 PM (Mainstage)
**Dragon Dance**  
**Gung HAGGIS Fat Choy Dragon Boat Team** performs an improvisational multicultural dragon dance. Created and led by “**Toddish McWong**,” literary and cultural activist, this dragon has made rare and auspicious dances at unlikely locations such as St. Patrick’s Day parades, Dragon Boat Festivals, and Gung Haggis Fat Choy Robbie Burns Chinese New Year Dinner.
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